
DODGE CITY 

 

THE ACTION 

1, Type LOAD" " and press Play on tape. 

2. Using the joystick or keyboard you must pick up the mail, shooting the baddies who are  

    pursuing you and avoiding the cactus in front of you. 

 

    When you have collected enough mail you will have reached the end of a skill level. 

 

THINGS TO REMEMBER 

1. If you miss 4 consecutive mail collections, you will be given the sack! 

 

2. At the end of every other skill level (up to Skill Level 12), you will be given clues which  

    you will need to solve the adventure. There is no way of recalling them later so you must  

    make a note of them as they appear. 

 

3. When you finally master the action game (i.e. at the end of Skill Level 12), you will be  

    given the running code for the adventure. 

 

    However, if you wish to continue with the action game, there are another 24 skill levels to 

    play. 

 

THE PLOT 

In the Wild West, men were men, horses were horses and women knew their place. The 

gunfighter walked tall and men had to do what men had to do. 

 

The Pony Express riders, the men who delivered the mail had to do more than most - 

especially if they worked in or around Dodge City. 

 

Now's you chance to see if you measure up to their standards. Can you get to Dodge City? 

You'll have to avoid all sorts of critturs not to mention Indian braves, Mexican banditos and 

Southern Confederate renegades - the kind of men who'll shoot you just to check their guns 

are working. 

 

Once you arrive in Dodge City, you'll mosey along to the saloon.....but wait, there's a surprise 

for you, pardner. The sheriff's deputy is lying in a pool of blood and the sheriff thinks you 

know something about it, 

 

THE ADVENTURE 

1. Type LOAD" " and press Play on tape. 

2. You will then be asked for the running code. 

    THE ONLY WAY TO DISCOVER THE RUNNING CODE is to get to the end of Skill  

    Level 12 of the action game. 


